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Jagadguru Speaks …
The
Leading a Good Life
Tattvaloka, November 1996.

Charity is praiseworthy, but it should be done

It is God’s grace that brings us prosperity

without any self- publicity. The Sastra says that

(aisvarya). It would be most appropriate to

in proclaiming one’s charity, the punya or merit
of the deed will be lost -

use it in the service of God and for doing
good to others. On the contrary, it will be

Likewise, we should welcome our guests with

folly to develop prided and misuse our

great love. The Sastra says, “Honor the guest:. If

wealth. However rich one may be, he should

a great man comes to our house without any
invitation, we should deem it a great blessing. It
is said,

avoid the feeling of pride and conduct
himself in the right way.
Never should we harm others. While talking

Thus, doing good and without taking any credit,

of others, we should avid derogatory

we should learn to remain modest.

remarks. If we speak ill of others, it will hurt

Again, if anyone has ever helped us, we should
always bear it in mind. It is a great sin not to
remember the good done to us by others. There
is

no

atonement

for

that

sin.

says the Sastra. So one

them. And that is not good for us. Hence, we
should always speak well of others, never
ill.
Once intent on leading a good life would do
well to conduct himself in the ways shown

should always remain grateful.

to us.

Sri Gurubhyo Namaha

praSnOttararatnamAlikA

Sankara BhagavatpAda
(The Gem-Garland of Questions and Answers)

(In this work, Adi Sankara enlightens and clears our doubts about various issues, in the form of simple questionanswers. We will include some selections in each issue of the Journal. ) - Ed.

Q.
kutra padam vinasecca ?
Where is the foot to be placed?

A.

drikpUte |
Where purity is perceived.

Q.
pAtram kim annadAne ?
Who is the fit recipient of the gift of
food?

A.

kshudhitam |
The hungry.

Q.
ko arcyo hi ?
Indeed who is to be worshipped ?

A.
bhagavadavatAra:: |
Incarnation of God..

Q.
kaSca bhagavAn ?
Who is the Lord?

A.

maheSa: SankaranArAyaNAtmaka: |
The Supreme Lord who is both Narayana and Sankara |

Q.
phalamapi ca bhagavadbhakte: kim ?
And what is the result of devotion to the Lord ?
A.
-svarUpa-sAkshAtvam |
The immediate realization of His
Abode and one’s own Nature.
Q.

mokshaSca ka: ?
And what is release?

A.
hi avidyA astamaya: | Indeed, it is the
disappearanceof ignorance.

Q.

ka: sarvavedabhU:? |
What is the origin of the Vedas?

atha ca om |

A.
And then, Om

Those who can quote the Gem-Garland of Questions & Answers from memory, shine in the assembly
of nobles like pure necklace of pearls.

Thus ends the praSnOttararatnamAlikA by Srimad Paramahamsa Parivrajakacharya Srimad sankara
Bhagavadpada

NIJA-STOTRANIJA-STOTRASANGITA-NRITYA-PRABHANGEEM BHAJE
SHARADAMBAM

Sringeri is the abode of Goddess Sharadamba

Sri Sharada Peetham at Sringeri and thus started

and the Jagadgurus in the lineage of Sri Adi

the unbroken lineage of Guru Parampara at

Shankara Bhagavatpada.

Sringeri. The present Jagadguru Sri Bharati
Teertha Mahaswamiji is the 36th Pontiff in the
apostolic succession, following the footsteps of
the revered Guru Adi Shankara.
As we ponder and contemplate on how and why
Adi Shankara chooses to install Goddess
Sharadamba at Sringeri, we get wonderstruck at
Bhagavatpada’s Compassion! Goddess Sharada
carries a Suka (a Parrot) on one hand, a book
symbolic of Vedas on the other, an Amruta
Kalasha on the third and sports an Akshara

We believe to this day, that Lord Shiva Himself

Mala with Cin-Mudra very readily waiting to

reincarnated (Avatara) as Adi Shankara. Adi

bestow the boons and bless a true Seeker, on the

Shankara lived between 788 and 820 AD and

fourth.

revived Sanatana Dharma and expounded the

The Idol with Suka, a parrot represents the

doctrine of Advaita (non-dualism,) which is

Advaita Jnana of non-dualism, the Akshara

Vedic in origin. It was all a divine ordination

Mala represents Continuity and Nirmalatva, the

that in a short span of 32 years of his lifetime,

Amruta kalasha, symbolizes Permanence or

Sri Shankara stayed in Rishya-Sringagiri now

Nityatva while the book symbolizes the Vedas,

known as Sringeri for 12 years. In order to

the Akshara Jnana.

propagatethe Sanatana Dharma and disseminate
the

knowledge

of

Advaita, Bhagavatpada

Shankara founded the 4 Mutts on four corners of
Bharata, India. The first and foremost of these is
Sringeri on the south. He inducted his disciple,
Saint Sureshwaracarya as the 1st Pontiff of the

Very appropriately establishing the

Guru

Parampara while installing Sharadamba at
Sringeri the Adi Guru makes Her a JnanaShakti-Dayini and a Guruswaroopini!
Choosing the objects symbolizing the Lakshanas

And no doubt, the Acaryas of the Vyakhyana

and Lakshyas that are endowed with and

Simhasana, the seat of Transcendental Wisdom

expected of a Guru in granting Jnana, the

of Sri Sharada Peetham after the presiding deity

knowledge of Non-dualism to a deserving

Sri

disciple, Adi Shankara inducted Sharadamba as

incarnation of Sri Sharadamba Herself.

Sharada,

are

considered

verily

the

a Jnana-Shakti-Swaroopini and Brahmaroopini!
Sri Sharda-Mata is considered as a Durga,

Alayam Karunaalayam Namami Bhagavatpada-

Lakshmi and Saraswati-Aikyaroopini, the All in

Shankaram

One! By carrying a Veena on Her lap,

verily adjudged, praised and reminded us of

Sharadamba becomes Raja-Matangi as well, the

Bhagavatpada

presiding Devata of Sangeeta.

Shankara revived Sanatana Dharma, wrote

Loka-Shankaram.

commentaries

as

a

His

Holiness

Karunaalayam!

(Bhashyas)

on

Adi

Prasthana-

Trayam, installed Sharadamba at Sringeri and
started the Guru-Parampara! It is no wonder
that he is considered a Karunalayam and will be
so until the Sun and Moon exist in this Universe.

To show our appreciation and gratitude to this
Karunamurthi, the Abode of Compassion we
celebrated the Shankara Jayanthi festivities with
Our contemplation of Goddess Sharadamaba

great reverence and Bhakti on the weekend of

and the greatness of the

May 7th and 8th.

Adi Shankara

Guruparampara humbly reinforce the message

We started an all day Shankara Jayanthi

of

Teerta

tradition this year on Saturday, May 7th with a

Mahaswamiji’s words at Kalady in 2010.

true Stotra, Sangeeta & Nritya Seva offering at

During the Centenary Kumbhabhisheka of the

the Community Center! It was a humbling

Sri Sharada temple at Kalady, His

experience to listen to children in 3rd 4th and 5th

Holiness started the Benedictory address, the

grades reciting several Stotras composed by Adi

Anugraha Bhashana with the familiar verse on

Shankara including Shiva Manasa Pooja and

our

Jagadguru

Bhagavatpada

–

Sri

Bharati

Shruti-Smruti-Purananam

Bhaja Govindam with clear enunciation. Young

kids confidently and with devotion sang and

Swamiji. Smt. Mala Ramadorai took stage that

danced for 20 minutes individually and in

evening for a Hindustani Concert and paid her

groups. A Hindu Community Choir of 60 adults

tributes to Goddess Saraswati in her opening

from New York led by Smt. Chandrika Tandon

song in Saraswati Raga. The next day’s event

sang in all unison invoking the blessings of

had 2 of the Vocal Talent Search winners from

Ganesha, Durgamba and Adi Shankara. The

2010 giving an hour long concert each. Kumari

Nirvana Shatakam piece rendered by them took

Sharada Shashidhar, a 12 year old winner

us to our emotional heights. On Sunday, May 8th

surprised the audience with her confident

we had the religious event at the temple

performance with Sruti Shuddham and Bhavam.

commemorating the Vedic offering to the idol

Sri Anant Rao, exhibited his Carnatic talent with

and

Kumari

ease and strong foundation. Both of them

Aishwarya’s concert that evening with the

received words of praise and blessings from

choicest songs on all Devis completed our

Vidushi Smt. Sowmya. Smt. Sowmya and Kum.

humble prostration at the Holy Feet of our Adi

Nisha Rajagopal continued the Shakti-Mahima

Guru. In his own words he offers his

Series of songs with a rare Kruti of Saint

prostrations

to

Sharada

Tyagaraja - Parashakti Manuparada. Sri Bharat

Bhujangam

–

Nija-Stotra-Sangeeta-Nrutya-

Sundar, the Carnatic Idol fame of 2010 treated

Padukas

of

Adi

Shankara.

Sharadamaba

in

Prabhangeem Bhaje Sharadambam Ajasram

us to a short but brilliant concert.

Madambam.
This

Memorial

Day

concert

was

made

memorable by Sri. Krishna and his team also!

An update on Sringeri Sadhana Center:

On May 30th the rasikas were treated to a
We started our cultural center Sadhana for the

sublime concert of Sri. TM Krishna. Starting the

year with the theme on Shakti-Mahima on the

concert,

April 30

th

weekend. Carnatica Brothers Sri

bang

Shankarabharana

with
kriti

an
of

Sri

elaborate
Dikshitar,

Shashikiran and Sri Ganesh set the stage in all

Dakshinamurte he rode us on a spiritual

grandeur with their divine rendering of Devi

highway. His neraval line on Nirvikalpa

Krutis of different composers. Same afternoon a

Samaadhi Nidraa Prasakte brought us to our

group of young students of Guru Smt. Baladevi

core. It was an unusual concert with 3 big kritis

Chandrasekhar

in Vilamba kalam, a rare treat in a long time. He

gave

a

Bharatanatyam

presentation for an hour. Smt. Baladevi very

was

thoughtfully and creatively choreographed a

Shriramkumar on the violin and Sri. K.

Geetam

Arunkumar on the Mridangam.

each

on

Sharadamaba

and

Adi

Shankara composed by Sri Bharati Teertha

very

ably

supported

by

Sri.

RK

September 10th Saturday was memorable in a

Narayanaswamy and Sri. Balasubramanian of

different way! Our 2010 Gayika Yuva Bharati,

Weslyan University, CT.

a 14 year old Sahana Vasudevan from the Bay

We had a brilliant concert of Sikkil Sr.

Area, California gave a befitting performance

Gurucharan after Sahana's as well.

in Sharadamba Sannidhi! A confident young

We are looking forward to the postponed Yuva

girl

Bharati Quest on Nov 5th and 6th weekend.

who

won

the

above

title

meaning

'Personification of Goddess Sharadamba in a
youth with best talent in Vocal, last year, gave

With the blessing of our Jagadguru, we at

an unassuming concert for an hour and a half.

Sringeri Sadhana Center offer Veda, Vedanta

Her karaharapriya alapana followed by Pakkala

and Sangeeta-Upasanas to Sri Sharada-Mata

Nilabadi embellishing it with a brilliant swara

and

kalpana exercise won the hearts of the audience.

Chandramouleeshwara

We wish her all the best on her Carnatic Music

heavenly and spiritual prosperities, elevation and

journey.

evolvement.

She

is

a

student

of

Sri.

PS

seek Her blessings

Namo Namah: Sri Guru Padukabhyam

for

and of Lord
our

worldly,

Shree Gurubhyo Namaha

Self-Enquiry: Means to Self-Knowledge
Chandrasekharan Raman
Dedicated to my guru Dr. S. Yegnasubramanian, who inspired me to write this article.
In Srimad Bhagavad Gita, Sri Krishna
reveals that Arjuna’s grief is only because
of Self-ignorance. In the second chapter,
He instructs Arjuna about the nature of the
Self or Atma. He then asserts that Atma is
the all-pervasive Brahman, the very
substance on which the whole creation
rests. If, according to Lord Krishna,
Arjuna’s grief (which refers to our
Samsara or the ceaseless emotional ups
and downs we experience) is only due to
Self-ignorance, the only way to dispel
Arjuna’s grief (and for us to get out of
Samsara) is to gain Self-knowledge.
If we are interested in Moksha or
liberation from Samsara, the endless cycle
of pleasure and pain, birth and death etc.,
we must ask the question, “How do I get
Self-knowledge?” In other words, “What
are the means of obtaining Selfknowledge?” The answer is simple: Selfknowledge can be gained only by enquiry
into the Self, as with any other field of
knowledge. So, for the pursuit of Moksha,
we have to engage in Self-enquiry or
Atma-Vichara.
Any enquiry requires an instrument to aid
in the process of enquiry. If the proper
instrument or method of enquiry is not
used, we may end up with imagination and
speculation about the object of enquiry.
Such an approach could be misleading and
be even dangerous, as it generates false
knowledge. In our Shastras, the different
‘means of knowledge’ or Pramanas have
been thoroughly studied and analyzed. The
Mimamsa school of thought enumerates
six different Pramanas. The choice of a
Pramana depends on the field and object
of enquiry. We will briefly discuss the
various types of Pramanas and then
discuss the most appropriate Pramana for
Self-enquiry.

1. Pratyaksa (perception) – This is
the first and foremost instrument
of knowledge. Perception can be
of two types – external or internal
perception. External perception
relates to perception of external
objects using any or all 5 sense
organs – eyes (form), ears (sound),
nose (smell), tongue (taste) and
skin (touch). Each one of our
sense organs performs a particular
sensory
function.
Direct
perception of objects in the world
can happen through a combination
of one of more sense organs.
Internal perception relates to
perceiving emotions like love,
hate, anger, etc. by our mind.
2. Anumana (inference) – Anumana
is indirect or derived knowledge.
We may collect some data from a
particular situation and based on
the collected data, we conclude
that a situation should be true. If
two objects are concomitant, we
can infer the presence of one
object based on the data obtained
from perception of the other and
the knowledge of concomitance.
For example, even though we do
not physically see fire behind a
mountain, we conclude that there
is fire when we observe smoke
coming from behind the mountain.
Whenever there is smoke, we can
always infer fire and hence the
conclusion.
3. Arthapatti
(postulation)
–
Arthapatti is very similar to
Anumana. It is a way to account
for an unknown object that cannot
be perceived, using a known
object that can be perceived. We
postulate
something
without

which the present experience
cannot be explained (or is not
possible). The difference between
Arthapatti and Anumana is that
the objects of knowledge need not
be concomitant for Arthapatti,
unlike in the case of Anumana.
For example, the existence of my
great
grandfather.
Although
nobody who is alive now has seen
him, I can be 100% sure that my
great grandfather existed in the
past.
4. Upamana (similarity) – This is
knowledge of an object obtained
by means of comparison to a
known object. When we use the
similarity between two things to
understand an object, it is called
Upamana. For example, let us say
there is an animal called
"Gavaya". We do not know what
it looks like. It belongs to the
family of the wild buffalo but it
looks like a cow to look at, so it is
said. We go to the neighborhood
of the forest and spy an animal
resembling a cow, and we
conclude that it must be a Gavaya.
Here we have taken recourse to
Upamana. This is not Pratyaksa
since our sense organs’ perception
is not enough to conclude that this
wild animal is Gavaya. Only by
comparison, can we say it is the
Gavaya.
5. Anupalabdhi (non-apprehension)
– This is used to know the absence
of an object by not perceiving it.
How can we say that a thing is
non-existent by just not perceiving
it? In fact, non-perception as well
as perception serves as a means to
knowledge for the simple reason
that the knower is conscious of
both. For example, when sitting in
a chair, I want to ensure the chair
is empty. We look for an absence
of things and from the experience
of the absence of things we
understand that the chair is empty.
This is not sensory perception
(Pratyaksa) because we did not

actually perceive anything. We
can never see absence. Absence of
an object does not have a form, so
it cannot be perceived by the eyes.
We discern the absence of a
person by a peculiar manner,
without physically seeing the
absence.
6. Shabda Pramana (spoken or
written words) – This is
knowledge through spoken or
written words. This is a widely
used tool of obtaining knowledge
in the modern world. We use
words, spoken or written, for our
daily communication and also as a
means of knowledge. Verbal
statements
conveying
valid
knowledge must have an authentic
source and must be free from
defects.
Generally,
such
knowledge needs no verification,
unless of course there is doubt
about its reliability. If all that we
know from verbal testimony were
to await confirmation, then the
bulk of human knowledge would
have to be regarded as baseless.
Thus, Shabda Pramana is a
unique means of knowledge which
does not involve perception in any
manner, directly or indirectly.
We can now ask the question, “Which
Pramana or means of knowledge is
appropriate for Self-enquiry or Atma
Vichara?” Of the six different Pramanas,
we have to come up with the most
appropriate instrument for Self-enquiry, to
answer the question “Who am I?”
The first four Pramanas discussed above
will not be appropriate for Atma Vichara,
because all of them require objective
perception and deal with the objective
world. The sense organs are meant to
experience the external world of objects.
They can be useful to understand an
objective universe, but not the subject
itself! For instance, the eyes cannot see the
eye-balls themselves, it can see every
object in the entire universe except the
eye-balls themselves.

Since the sense organs reveal the Anatma
and not the Atma, Pratyaksa-Pramana
cannot be used to understand Atma. What
about Anumana, Arthapatti and Upamana?
All these are also not useful because they
are based on the data collected through
sense
perception.
What
about
Anupalabdhi? Anupalabdhi can only
reveal the absence of any thing. For an
existent thing, this is not useful. Nobody
can refute the existence of Atma, since the
refuter himself exists, proving there is
Atma. Therefore, the first five Pramanas
can be ruled out as an appropriate tool for
Atma Vichara, since they can never be
useful in knowing the subject or the
observer, the Atma.
Now we come to the last type of Pramana,
namely Shabda pramana. There is a vast
knowledge base in libraries, media etc. in
written or verbal form. Most of the books
written by human beings deal with
Loukika-Shabda-Pramana;
knowledge
gained by the first four types of Pramanas.
If we pick a book on physical sciences, it
cannot answer the question “Who am I?”
It just talks about Anatma, the external
objects, because they deal with
materialistic world. Books on anatomy are
also not useful since they deal with the
body, an object of experience. Our bodies
are just a part of the Pancha bhootas.
Psychology books deal with the mind,
which is also an object of experience. So,
all this knowledge is about the external
material universe.
We are now forced to go to scriptures, or
Vaidika-Shabda. Our Shastras consider
that Vaidika-Shabda-Pramana is verbal
testimony, the pronouncements of the
Vedas and the words of great rishis. It is
believed that the Vedas are the very breath
of God. When the scriptures speak of
things that we do not know, their words
are accepted as authority. The Vedas talk
about a variety of things. The first part of
the Vedas or the Karma-Kanda portion
talks about rituals that deal with the
material world. They also don’t answer the
question, “Who am I?” So Karma-Kanda
part cannot be used for Atma-Vichara.

Now, we are left with only one: ShabdaPramana – the Vedanta or the end of the
Vedas,
also
called
Upanishads.
Fortunately, it deals with the question we
are interested in! In the Upanishads, the
nature of the Atma is dealt with in great
depth. In the Katha Upanishad, an eightyear old boy, named Nachiketas goes to
Yama, the God of Death and asks to teach
him Self-knowledge. Yama entices
Nachiketas with a lot of wealth, power,
position, longevity etc. in lieu of Selfknowledge. But Nachiketas rejects
everything and says none of these things
come anywhere near to Self-knowledge in
value!
Therefore, there is only one instrument for
Atma-Vichara and that is to study and
analyze Vedanta. One can use Vedanta as
a ‘spiritual mirror’ to look into oneself. If
properly studied and analyzed under the
guidance of a competent teacher, those
spiritual teaching have the capacity to
reveal one’s own spiritual nature. This
requires consistent study for a length of
time or Shravanam. In due course of time,
we remove any doubts in our
understanding through cogitation to reach
a strong conviction and understanding of
the Vedantic teachings. This process is
called Mananam. Therefore all spiritual
seekers interested in Self-enquiry should
do Vedanta-Vichara. Vedanta-Vichara is
nothing but Atma Vichara. Without
employing Vedanta, one can never do
Atma Vichara. So, what we require is
Vedanta Vichara.
Now, how do we do Vedanta-Vichara?
The Vedantic scriptures use an ingenious
teaching method, since it does not reveal
one of the objects in the world, but deals
with the subject of the study itself. The
person studying the Atma will not get to
interact with it some day. One can never
experience Brahman as an object in the
creation, because Brahman is the subject
himself! If not properly designed, the
student may be led to think, “I have
understood Brahman, but I am waiting to
experience it directly”. The student will
end up waiting forever and would never
get to experience Brahman. The
communication should be done in such a

way that the student says, “I don’t
consider I know Brahman. In fact, I am
Brahman”. This is the reason why our
tradition dissuades self-study of Vedantic
scriptures. The prescribed method of
Vedanta-Vichara is to approach a
competent Acharya (who knows that He is
Brahman) and then consistently and
systematically
study
the Vedantic
scriptures under the guidance of the
Acharya.
Therefore,
Guru-ShastraUpadesa-Shravanam is what is required.
This is the Pramana for Self-knowledge –
Guru-Shastra-Upadesa – consistent and
systematic teaching of scriptures. This
Upadesa finally leads to Aham Brahma
Asmi knowledge.

References:
1. “The Vedas”, Voice of the Guru
Pujyasri
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pp. 19-22.

Introduction to Sanskrit Grammar

In this article, we discuss the answers to questions based on mAh
vr s/AEZ from the last issue.
1. List out all the letters that are contained in:
(a) aZ^ - pr(yAhAr,।
a i u। Note that all 18 variants (3 × 2 × 3) — three Vedic accents,
two variations corresponding to whether the vowel is nasalized or
not, and three variations in the duration of the sound (hr-v, , dFG,
and plt,) — of these vowels are included.
Only for one s/m^ 1-1-69 aZEdt^ svZ-y cApr(yy,, the aZ^ pr(yAhAr, refers to all vowels and h^ y^ v^ r^ l^।
(b) Jf^ - pr(yAhAr,।
J^ B^ G^ Y^ D^ я^ b^ g^ X^ d^। Note that these consonants form the
third and fourth column of the regular alphabet table.
(c) Rm^ - pr(yAhAr,।
The nasals R^ Z^ n^।
2. Which pr(yAhAr, can be formed to refer all vowels? How about all
letters (vowels and consonants)?
The ac^ - pr(yAhAr, refers to all vowels. al^ refers to all letters.
3. Which pr(yAhAr, can be formed to refer all semi-vowels (y^ v^ r^ l^)?
yZ^।
4. Which pr(yAhAr, can be formed to refer all consonants except semivowels and nasals?
The Jl^ - pr(yAhAr, refers to all consonants except semi-vowels and
nasals.
1

5. Can a pr(yAhAr, be formed to refer to column 3 of the 5×5 matrix of
letters (left hand side of Table)? How about column 2?
The яf^ - pr(yAhAr, refers to column 3 letters. No pr(yAhAr, can be
formed to refer to column 2 of the table. pAEZEn, does not need it!
6. One pr(yAhAr, can be contained within another pr(yAhAr,। The pr(yAhAr,
iZ^ is a subset of which of the following pr(yAhAr,?
(a) aV^ (b) ic^ (c) al^ (d) am^
The iZ^ - pr(yAhAr, refers to the letters upto the second Z^ marker.
Hence, the iZ^ - pr(yAhAr, is a subset of both al^ - pr(yAhAr, and am^ pr(yAhAr,।

2

. ïImÑgvÌItasar>.
M. R. Dwarakanath
Chapter II – Sankhya Yoga: Path to
Knowledge. Sankhya means discriminative
knowledge.
Yoga
broadly
means
application. The words Sankhya and Yoga
first appear in the 39th verse of this chapter.
In this context Sankhya refers to what has
been taught hither to, i.e. until verse 39,
which is knowledge about body, soul and
Brahman. Yoga is formally defined in verse
48 as equanimity in viewing both success
and failure. Again in verse 50 it is defined as
dexterity in action. This suggests how
different interpretations of the Gita are
possible; the same word is interpreted
differently in different situations and
according to different philosophical
predilections. I present here only the general
theme. A more thorough study would
require the parsing of every statement and
the meaning of words dissected with
etymology, the cannons of logic, grammar,
context, (yaeg, mhayaeg, êiF, ivÖÔƒiF) etc.
The teaching (Upadesha) of the Gita begins
with chapter II, verse 11. The chapter itself
begins with Sanjaya describing the pitiable
state of Arjuna as Krishna gently chides him
about his cowardice. This sets off Arjuna
into more soul searching and makes Krishna
his co-equal and accomplice in his
confusion. Only later Arjuna surrenders to
Krishna and openly entreats him to show the
right course of action. Now that it is settled
Arjuna has come down from his high perch,
shown humility and is seeking guidance,
Krishna begins the Upadesha. At the outset,
we notice that Sri Vedavyasa refers to
Krishna as Sri Bhagawan whereas
Dhrutarashtra, Sanjaya and Arjuna are
simply referred to by their names. The word
Bhaga means excellence, distinction, glory
etc. Bhagawan is a possessor of such noble
qualities. In addition the honorific Sri is
added to signify a number of auspicious
attributes. Sri is Mahalakshmi, the consort of

Vishnu. Krishna is Sri Bhagawan; no
ordinary charioteer. He is not the caddy who
gives tips to the golfer!
Routinely when we pick up a book, we first
scan it to know about the author, his bona
fides, the subject matter of the book and its
value or usefulness to us. Similarly here
also; the author of the Gita is Sri Bhagawan
as both Sri Vedavyasa and the chief
protagonist Krishna, avatars of Vishnu. The
subject matter is metaphysics and its use is
for enlightenment and finally salvation or
release from the cycle of births, deaths,
pleasures and pain. Other windows for
evaluating any book are the prolog, the
epilog and thematic development. Similarly
here too, we have to pay attention to 1)
Upakrama-Upasamhara (introduction and
conclusion,) 2) Abhyasa (reiteration – not
repetition, as this is regarded as a defect,) 3)
Apurvata (originality or uniqueness,) 4)
Phala (result or benefit derived from the
work,) 5) Arthavada (Statement of purpose)
and 6) Upapatti (demonstration through
reasoning / logic.)
Thematically the 2nd chapter, from verse 11,
may be conveniently divided into 5 sections
or topics as addressed by Krishna. These
are: 1) Sankhya – verses 11 to 30, 2) The
duty of a Kshatriya – verses 31 to 38, 3)
Yoga – verses 39 to 49 and 4) the Phala of
this knowledge – verses 50 to 53 and finally
5) the characteristics of the enlightened and
the path to enlightenment are covered in
verses 55 to 72.
1) Sankhya – Discriminative Knowledge:
Krishna addresses head on Arjuna’s
dilemma about the ensuing fight and the
prospect of having to kill his preceptors, kith
and kin; a source of sin in Arjuna’s mind.
This section is the Upakrama or the prolog.
The very first verse spoken by Krishna in
the Upadesha is full of import. He says the

wise do not grieve for the living or for the
dead. Everyone knows that even the unwise
do not grieve for the living. So it is our grief
for the dead, a common fact that is mistaken
or unwise. Yet Krishna says to Arjuna that
he speaks words of wisdom. How could this
be? This is actually a gentle rebuke to
Arjuna. He is not wise but is merely
speaking like one. He is quoting the
Shastras without truly understanding the
nuances therein. His knowledge is half
baked! He is befuddled by the present
circumstance. The Upakrama establishes the
subject matter of the discourse as Wisdom Jnana. What is it? How does one obtain it
and what is the use of such wisdom? This is
the essence of the Gita.
Krishna says that you, I and these kings
never not (the double negative is used for
emphasis!) existed in the past and will not
cease to exist in the future. Yes, they all
exist now! He is implying something
continuous existing in the past, present and
the future in the said people. What is this
permanent entity? Consider a being at one
time endowed with the tender body of a
child, at a later time the robust body of a
youth and yet later the frail body of old age.
During this evolution, every atom in the
body has been replaced many times over;
yet the identity of the person persists! Even
as the body is changing, one body giving
way to another, there is something constant
and this unchanging whatever exists
continuously not only during life but it
existed before birth and will continue to
exist even after death. This we call Jiva, soul
or Atman. Krishna thus confronts the source
of Arjuna’s grief in the first five verses. Is
his grief based on the mistaken notion of
killing the soul, the body or that he will not
continue to enjoy the fellowship of his near
and dear? The last is Abhimana and this he
should shed. When Abhimana is rooted out,
wisdom blossoms. Arjuna is also concerned
about sin engendered by killing.
The Jiva is like the person who discards old
tattered clothes and wears new ones, which
are comparable to the bodies. In another

common analogy, the Jiva is the charioteer,
the body is the chariot, the senses are the
horses and the intellect the reins. The horses
may stray but the reins hold them in check.
The Jiva is eternal, it has no birth and no
death, Jiva is immutable and immeasurable.
Such being the case, who is the slayer and
who is the slain? The body on the other hand
is transitory, it has birth and death, it neither
manifests before birth nor after death. It
manifests only between birth and death.
Death is certain for the born and rebirth is
equally certain for the dead. The body
mutates; it may be cut up, burnt, dampened
or dried out; not so the Jiva! The body feels
pleasure and pain by virtue of contact of the
senses with sense objects. They come and
go. The Jiva feels pleasure and pain only by
its association and attachment to the body.
The wise have no such attachment to the
body; so they do not partake of pleasure,
pain, heat, cold, sin, merit etc., on account of
the body. This non-attachment has to be
genuine, operating 24/7 and should become
one’s second nature. The wise treat both
pleasure and pain equally and indifferently!
This is wisdom. This idea is drilled home
through reiteration, or Abhyasa.
Let us now look at a few passages in the
foregoing for further examination.
nastae iv*te Éavae naÉavae iv*te st>, (Nasato
Vidyate Bhavo Nabhavo Vidyate Satah.)
Here we have the words - Sat, Asat, Bhava
and Abhava. What do these words mean?
Sat can mean real, good, righteous, existing,
true, right, wise, Brahman etc. and Asat is
the opposite of Sat. Bhava can mean
existing, occurring, state, nature, frame of
mind, meaning and so on. Abhava is the
absence of Bhava. Given the multiplicity of
meanings available for each word,
interpretation of this phrase allows a lot of
possibilities and we do have many
interpretations.
Aivnaiz tu tiÖiÏ yen svRimd< ttm!, (Avinashi
Tu Tadviddhi Yena Sarvamidam Tatam.)

Know that to be indestructible (eternal) by
which all this (the entire universe) is
pervaded.
Anaiznae=àmeySy (Anashino'prameyasya)
The ideas of eternality and immeasurability
(or infinitude) are tightly linked.
inTy>

svRgt>

Swa[u>

Aclae=y<

snatn>,

(Nityah Sarvagatah Sthanuhu Acalo'yam
Sanatanah.)
The soul is eternal, omnipresent, stationary,..
AasInae Ër< ìjit zyanae yait svRt>, (Asino
Duram Vrajati Shayano Yati Sarvatah.) –
Kathopanishat.
Seated, he goes far. Lying down he goes
every where.
A¼‚ómaÇ>

pué;ae

mXy

AaTmin

itóit,

(Angushthamatrah Purusho Madhya Atmani
Tishthahati.) - Kathopanishat.
The Purushah, being the size of a thumb,
resides in the soul .
$ñr> svRÉt
U ana< ùÎez=
e jun
R itóit, (Ishwarah
Sarvabhutanam Hruddeshe'rjuna Tishthati.)
- Gita chapter 18.
The lord resides in the hearts of beings.
These statements sound paradoxical and
inconsistent. How can there be something
that is stationary, yet moving? How can
something be infinite and finite at the same
time?
We know the eternal is not the body. So we
are left with Jiva, soul and Brahman as
eternal. Are they one or are they different?
What about extent in space? We see it
described as omnipresent, infinite and
immeasurable. Yet, it is said to be the size of
the thumb or to reside in the heart! How can
this be? Is the Jiva finite and Brahman
infinite in extent? Are the Jivas many as in I,
you and these kings? Are Jiva and Atman
synonymous? These questions are not
resolved by logic. (nE;a tke[
R mitrapneya,)
This Sankhya knowledge is considered most
secretive (guýaÌ‚ýtmm!).

The key to resolving these apparent puzzles
lies in understanding the implied meaning of
the teacher - v´«taTpyRm! and harmonizing all
the pronouncements taken together along
with

Shastras -

smNvy . This larger

discussion is outside the scope of this brief
essay. It takes a guru to decode and make
clear to us the true meaning which is
consistent with Shastras across the board.
The guru teaches according to the tents of
his lineage; what he learnt from his guru etc.
following Sampradaya. Having studied at
the feet of the guru, it also requires
enormous individual effort to reflect and
probe every issue until the meaning reveals
itself to us. We have to resolve every doubt
and arrive at an unshakable belief in the
nature of reality, body, soul, Brahman etc.
The guru only illuminates the path for our
journey; the journey and the conclusions are
entirely ours to keep! Blind belief in the
guru’s teaching without conviction is not
knowledge. Certainly not wisdom! Wisdom
has to be arrived at individually with self
effort by dispelling all doubt.
2) Kshatriya-Dharma: Krishna now gives
Arjuna various reasons why he should fight
the war. Foremost, the soul is eternal while
the body is bound to perish sooner or later.
Second, as a Kshatriya he is bound by duty
to uphold Dharma. He is obliged to protect
the righteous citizens from evil; he cannot
shirk from that duty because of any
perceived sin. Merit or sin arises not from
the action itself but by the attitude with
which the action is carried out. His
ownership as the killer is misguided. The
attitude in waging war should be one of
upholding the universal law of Dharma and
not one of settling petty scores or one of
retribution. One has to discharge one’s
obligations as a Kshatriya in the spirit of a
sacrifice without any emotional attachment,
be that one of pity or malice. Krishna notes
this unique opportunity to wage a just war
and restore the cosmic order is a rare good
fortune that has befallen Arjuna which he
should not squander. There is no down side

to engaging in the just war as he either gains
heaven in death or the kingdom in life. If he
were to eschew from war people will
question his valor and speak ill of him. The
other warriors will think that he ran a
coward from the battlefield. He will be
disgraced, a state worse than death for a
Kshatriya. Later (chapter 11, verse 33) we
see that after all, he is merely an instrument
in the hands of the Lord who has actually
taken care of the outcome. inimÄmaÇ< Év
sVysaicn! .
(Nimittamatram Bhava Savyasacin.)
Krishna offers both obligation and
pragmatism as reasons for engaging in the
battle and discharging his duty. However, he
has to give up his attachment not only to his
kith and kin but also ownership as the doer.
3) Yoga – The Path: After instructing
Arjuna about Sankhya, Krishna now turns to
Yoga which is about the right conduct in life
that will set free the doer from the fetters of
action. In doing rituals such as a sacrifice,
the prescribed methodology for the sacrifice
has to be strictly adhered to, from the
beginning to the end, without a whit of
deviation. It is said that even a slight change
in the intonation of a mantra can have
disastrous consequences in the results!
However in the case of Karma Yoga there
are no such fears; so assures Krishna. Even a
little effort goes a long way to protect one
from great peril. In Karma Yoga, Krishna
talks about what is wrong and to be avoided
as well as what is right and to be followed.
Wrong Path: Here Krishna appears to rail
against the Vedas but in reality he is
warning against a superficial reading of the
Vedas as enjoining one into doing endless
rituals for the sake of worldly and otherworldly pleasures. (This illustrates the use of
Apurvata.) These actions bind one through
the 3 Gunas – Satva, Rajas and Tamas; they
are indeed the seeds of birth, action, reapthe-fruits of actions, death cycle of Samsara.
Krishna warns against following the

indiscriminating who think variously, lack
true knowledge, talk about the Vedas with
effusion and in flowery tongues enamored
only by sense pleasures to be enjoyed by
such efforts. Those who yearn for fruits of
their enterprise are to be pitied. For the wise
(Brahmajnani) the Vedas are as beneficial as
a pond to one who is surrounded by water
all around! Here the relative worth of release
(Moksha) and material pleasures from
Kamya karmas are being compared to a vast
expanse of water and a pond. The Vedic
karmas are not to be frittered away in pursuit
of temporary sense pleasures. Krishna is
condemning the Karmi and not the
Karmayoga or the Vedas.
Right Track: Krishna preaches that one has
rights only for doing one’s duty but never
for claiming the fruits of such action. At the
same time one cannot and should not
withdraw from action to avoid the fruits
thereof. Actually it is impossible for a
person not to engage in any action. But
being rooted in Yoga one should act without
attachment. Treat success and failure with
equal disregard. As action is far inferior to
knowledge, focus intently on gaining true
knowledge. The Brahmajnani casts off both
unwanted merit and sins here itself.
Sankhya and Yoga: Krishna says these are
but two paths that lead to the same result but
they are tailored to meet the different needs
of the individuals according to their
capacity.

@k< sa'œOy< c yaeg< c, Ekam Sankhyam Ca
Yogam Ca. (Ch.5, Verse.5)

}anyaegn
e sa'œOyana< kmRyaegn
e yaeignam!,
Jnanayogena Sankhyanam Karmayogena
Yoginam. (Ch.3, V.3)
4) Phala: Knowledge born out of detached
action frees one from Samsara leading to
inner peace and tranquility. One should
relinquish all fruits of actions to the Lord as
an offering to Him. When ignorance is shed
one reaps the rewards of what was heard and
to be heard – Shravana, Manana etc. When

the mind, once engaged in false notions of
the Vedas, gets firmly established in the
right knowledge then one attains this Yoga!

5) Sthitaprajna: The word Prajna connotes
wisdom, intelligence, discrimination, good
judgment, a wise person, etc. a Sthitaprajna
is one who is rooted in such wisdom – a
Jnani. Arjuna wants to know the
characteristics of such a person - Jnani.
Krishna not only tells Arjuna the
characteristics of a Sthitaprajna but also
explains how to reach such a state and the
perils along the way.
Characteristics of a Jnani or
a
Sthitaprajna: He who totally subdues his
senses, all mental desires and is always self
satisfied, is not dejected in difficulty, not
elated in happiness, without attachment, fear
or hatred, not getting attached in all matters
and accepting of good and bad results
without rejoicing or grumbling is a
Sthitaprajna. He can withdraw his senses
from sense objects at will like a tortoise
pulls in its limbs into its shell. When
ordinary beings see night, the Jnani is awake
and when the beings are awake, the Jnani
sees night or is indifferent to such things.
(Compare this to kmR{ykmR y> pZyedkmRi[

c kmR y>, Chapter IV, verse 18) This
means the Jnani and the Ajnani are drawn to
opposite values. The Jnani is not in the least
affected by desires like the ocean is not
affected by the waters pouring in from
rivers. Having discarded all desires, having
no attachment, without notions of I and
mine, the Jnani is at peace.
How to cultivate such characteristics?
Krishna warns that even a learned person, in
spite of much effort has his mind forcibly
carried away by the senses. There is no
peace and no pleasure for one whose mind is
not under control. Although sense objects
may not tempt the senses of a fasting person,

the sense of taste (food and longing for
material pleasure,) being very strong is not
subdued until the supreme is beheld.
Attachment to sense objects leads to desire,
from desire anger, from anger delusion,
from delusion a wandering mind, an
unsteady mind causes loss of discrimination
and the person falls. (Upapatti) To ward off
such a calamity, it is best to nip them at the
source – attachment!
Having restrained the senses one should
focus completely on me as the supreme. A
person with such sense control is a Jnani.
Being free from attachment and hate but
experiencing sense objects dispassionately
with the mind under control, one obtains the
Lord’s grace. With grace all difficulties are
destroyed, his intellect becomes calm and
steady. For an unrestrained mind
contemplation is not possible and for the
non-contemplative there is no supreme. No
peace and no happiness. Uncontrolled senses
leads the mind to stray which causes the
intellect to drift like the wind causes a boat
to drift at sea. The mind becomes steady for
him who withdraws his senses from objects
all around.
The Gist: This chapter summarizes the
entire Gita concisely. The gist then is to
know the difference between the permanent
(important) and the transitory (trivial) and to
focus on the eternal, the true, the real, and
the important. Pay no attention to the trivial.
Tame the senses. Rid one’s self of all
attachment and hate. Continue to perform
one’s duty without concern for the outcome,
as a sacrifice, and as an offering to the Lord.
Treat success and failure with equal
indifference. Relinquish ownership! Give up
Ego, my-ness and the notion of “I am the
doer.” Offer all action to the Lord as an act
of worship. Seek wisdom from right action.
.ïIk«:[apR[mStu.
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Proper Knowledge of Self and Absolute
Krishna‟s message of the philosophy of

the Supreme soul (IV: 5). One is the soul

Karma yoga is nothing new. In fact, Karma

that seeks shelter and the other is the one

yoga with its twin principles of devotion and

that gives shelter. Those that give Him the

selflessness has been handed down from

highest place in their lives and those who

generation to generation. The Gita merely

see His function in the motion and existence

reiterates the principles already laid down in

of everything, are the true devotees. The

the ancient Vedas and Upanishads, although

purposes of His incarnations do not lie in

succinctly. Having dealt with the right way

any unfulfilled desires, for He has none. He

of doing actions, Krishna leads Arjuna to the

takes on His incarnations out of compassion

importance of knowledge which facilitates

and mercy for the suffering humanity. In the

righteous actions. What is this knowledge?

case of humans, even when we are helping

It is about the nature and purpose of the

others, in our heart of hearts we may have

manifestations of the Supreme Soul and the

some selfish motives. In ordinary people, the

nature and purpose of this creation and its

motive may be purely selfish, and in a Jnani,

relation to the individual soul (VII: 4-10).

the motive may be to acquire merit, and

How could Krishna of Dwapara
Yuga preach this to an earlier age at the very
beginning

of

creation

itself?

Krishna

explains that just as the individual soul has
many births, so the Lord has many
incarnations. He is not ordered or compelled

obtain the grace of God. Hence, all people,
big or small, have some motive, high or low,
in performing action. If there is anybody in
the Universe who performs actions solely
for the good of others without any single
selfish interest it is God alone (IV: 8).

by anything to take these forms. He does it

It is true that the Lord need not

out of His own free will and desires. We do

descend to earth to destroy the wicked. Still,

not know about our past and future lives but

He takes on a human form and lives the life

the opposite is true with the Lord, as he

of a human being in this world to set an

knows all about His past and future

example for mankind. He lives with men

incarnations. That, in essence, is the

like men to show the ideal way to lead life.

difference between the individual soul and

But if he is beyond worldly attachments and

feelings, why does he kill the wicked? The

with undistracted devotion. They have no

Bhagavata answers that He is not moved by

desire for any superficial benefits and thus

passions when he punishes the wicked.

do not pray to lesser deities. Such people are

Those who tread the path of Dharma are his

known as Bhagavatas. In the Mahabharata,

devotees. The Tamasa and Rajasa souls

Bhima is unique amongst those Bhagavatas.

spurn this truth, tread the path of Adharma

His unwavering devotion to God is a perfect

and bring disorder to this world. By

example. While many warriors excelled in

acquiring dictatorial powers through their

archery, it did not interest Bhima in the

might, some people bring death and

slightest.

destruction on a mass scale and shake the

weapons which invoked deities such as Agni,

very foundation of the just social order. It is

Varuna etc. for potency for killing enemies.

like a cancerous growth, where the whole

Bhima did not relish this. For personal gains,

body eventually suffers the pain along with

he did not wish to beg of anybody – not

the infected part. When there is a tumor in

even God. Therefore, he took to his mace as

the body, it has to be removed by a surgical

a weapon whose potency depends only on

operation. Similarly, the destruction of the

one‟s physical strength and valor. In the

sinful that torment the pious is not

Kurukshetra war, after Dronacharya was

considered violence but a surgical operation

killed, his son Ashwatthama released the

to save the world. His noble purpose is to

Narayana Astra which was more powerful

help the process of creation and evolution of

than any the Pandava army had ever faced.

the universe in the right direction by

None knew the ability to counter the Astra,

strengthening the Satvika forces and curbing

except Krishna himself. As advised by Him,

the Rajasa and Tamasa ones. There is no

the Pandava army quickly disposed their

scope for emotions like desire and anger in

weapons and bowed before the weapon. But

the grand scheme of things. Once the

Bhima was not prepared to bow even before

fundamental difference between violence

God‟s own weapon just to save his life. He

caused for selfish ends and the destruction

did not ask the Lord for any favors barring

of Adharma wrought by God is realized,

spiritual knowledge, devotion, and grace. He

then all doubts regarding the purpose of His

did not want to disarm himself and beg the

incarnation disappear. One cannot attribute

Lord to save his life. He had never asked

any partiality on His part.

anybody for any personal favors. Although

The Gita proceeds to describe the
difference between Jnanis and ordinary
people. Jnanis worship the Supreme Lord

The

archers

utilized

divine

Krishna chided and quickly forced him to
submit, Bhima is regarded as an ideal

personality who has completely assimilated
the Bhagavata Dharma.

even if they turn towards God prompted by

One may not go to the same extent
as Bhima. But we see many people who
even if they know God to be supreme, have
not realized Him as the omnipresent
regulator from within and the prime doer.
They pray to God only occasionally and that
too, for some petty rewards. They have
some devotion but do not have full
knowledge

of

the

greatness

The Gita assures that aspiring souls,

of

God.

Whenever they perform any deeds they act
under the illusion that they are the doers.
Krishna states that the rewards to these
persons and Bhagavatas differ. Whichever
deity one may worship, the Supreme giver
of rewards, however trivial the reward may
be, is still the Lord himself. Krishna
identifies himself as the prime mover behind
all the actions of this world. But the
superficial doers are not aware of this. Due
to their ignorance, they run after other
deities for small favors (VII-20). Finally,
there are those who fall in-between those
two categories. These devotees go to the
Supreme Lord himself, but for personal
favors. These people may not attain
liberation in this life but are certainly on the
path to it. It is in any case better than leading

some desire, ultimately change their attitude
and go in the right path toward God. Being
unable to bear the insult of his stepmother,
the young Dhruva proceeded to a forest.
Dhruva no doubt had the Lord‟s vision and
enjoyed all worldly pleasures. He later
weeps for his folly of asking God for
worldly pleasures instead of heavenly bliss.
Resolving to change, he repents and spends
the rest of his life in pure devotion and
desireless action, ultimately becoming one
with Him. Hence, aspiring souls, even if
they turn towards God prompted by any
desire, eventually change their attitude. It is
in this sense that the Upanishads insist that
we do good deeds, be it out of shame or
desire for fame and prestige. It is better to do
so, than do nothing at all. Some people offer
huge

donations

and perform religious

ceremonies on a very grand scale. Others
who are jealous of such people call this
exhibitionism. But even if it be for show,
these people spend their hoarded wealth and
distribute it among the poor. Is it not better
than the critics who do not have any
generosity and only find fault with others?
The

reason

for

the

inherent

a sinful life. For personal favors, instead of

gradation in devotion and religious practices

begging the rich and mighty, is it not better

lies in God‟s own system of creation in

to beg God himself?

consonance with the intrinsic nature and
individuality of souls. God has not invented
this difference or gradation. The individual

qualities are natural and eternal; and it is but

individual assessment, we are but courting

natural that there should be differences in

perpetual conflict.

the quality of aspirants in God‟s creation (IV:

that we cannot divide a community into

13). Krishna himself says that the caste

different social classes and castes on the

system was created in conformity with the

basis of individual nature. Nor is it possible

nature and aptitude of work of the individual

to adjust the classification by qualities with

only. Note that there is no reason for

the present caste system. For example, a

Krishna to talk about the caste system. He

Brahmin is supposed to possess some virtues.

was talking about the difference between

But we see everyday instances in which

actions which are selfish and unselfish. It is

such virtues that are lacking in Brahmins are

irrelevant, at this point, whether the society

amply found in non-Brahmins. How can we

is divided into castes by birth or qualities.

say that these virtues are the prerogatives of

So, we should not take the fourfold pattern

only those who are born in a Brahmin family

to be wholly identical with the current caste

and not of others? It would be a sheer

system. Besides, it is contrary to assert that

contradiction of fact. Thus, it is important to

individual qualities and ways depend on

examine the exact import of Krishna‟s

caste division. Serenity of mind and

reference to the caste system.

discipline of the body are not exclusive to
any one caste. They may be found belonging
to all the four castes. It is quite possible to
find a higher sense of devotion and good
conduct in a Vaishya or a Shudra than in a
so-called high-caste Brahmin. There isn‟t
any consistency between the classification
of souls based on intrinsic virtues and the
present caste system. It would also be
unrealistic to forge a new system of caste on
the basis of intrinsic qualities and ways, as
the same person may behave in different
ways in entirely different circumstances.
Besides, it is also possible that much friction
would be generated while determining the
existence or absence of spiritual qualities. If
we try to restructure society on the basis of

Hence, it is clear

Krishna explains that the four
divisions of the caste system do not belong
to the human body but the soul. The souls
are categorized into four different groups
based

on

their

nature,

quality,

and

propensities. All good souls which are
worthy of salvation are classified into the
four

divisions.

preponderance

All
of

the

these

have

Satvaguna,

a
the

differentiating factor between them being
the permutation of Rajasa and Tamasaguna.
Only on the basis of this combination are
they

classified

fourfold.

Satvaguna

symbolizes devotion to God and control
over senses. The degree of this quality is the
basis of classification. Such is the nature of
the system propounded in the Gita. We can

resolve the society into four classes like

the worthiness of a soul for salvation just by

Brahmin, Kshatriya, Vaishya, and Shudra in

considering his birth and caste. Even if we

two ways. One is by birth, and the other by

classify religious rituals and pursuits on the

the inner qualities of the soul. The former

basis of the external attributes of caste and

classification is conditional while the latter

birth, we cannot decide about the spiritual

is intrinsic. It is not proper to judge a man

qualifications like devotion and the genuine

only by the circumstances of his birth. We

honesty of a person. The one born as a

should judge him by his behavior, deed, and

Brahmin does not automatically possess

character. The latter method is more natural

great virtues like devotion and discipline.

and more enduring, as it based on the

Good qualities and nature should be

essential nature of the soul and not on

discovered and honored wherever and in

physical attributes.

whatever caste they are found. It is to enable

If categorization into castes by birth
is useful for social organization and for the
observance

of

religious

ceremonies

according to the prescriptions of the
Shastras, the division on the basis of the
intrinsic nature of the souls is foundational,

us to identify this fundamental nature among
men that the Gita has laid down this
categorization. The system laid down in the
Gita is not a classification based on
accidental

attributes

of

birth

but

a

classification of good souls in our society.

being based on matters of spiritual practice

The Gita states that “One should

and meditation. By birth, if one is a Shudra

perceive inaction in action and action in

but rich in noble qualities like self-control

inaction”. (IV: 18) .The apparent meaning is

and serenity of mind, he is intrinsically a

not readily discernible since it appears like a

Brahmin. On the other hand, even if he is a

riddle. But it puts forth the essence of karma

Brahmin by birth but poor in noble qualities,

yoga in a nutshell. In each one of our

he is verily a Shudra. The message of the

activities, both our efforts and God‟s power

Gita is that the greatness of the soul is to be

are

measured by the yardstick of virtues

independent, even though we are actively

reflected in his good deeds and good nature.

engaged in any work, we are called inactive.

This does not mean that the physical caste

But God is independent and for His activity

system with its conditioning factors, laid

he does not depend upon us. He is the real

down in the scriptures, is superfluous. It is

source of power behind all states of our

most essential for determining the duties and

existence. Even when we are fast asleep or

responsibilities of each person and for

in a dream state, God‟s activity within us

religious pursuits. But we cannot determine

continues. God‟s activity is ever continuing

combined.

Because

we

are

not

and keeps the Universe moving. Thus, He

there is no scope for perversion of the mind.

does not depend upon anything else for His

Any activity done in such a frame of mind is

powers whereas we are forever dependent

counted by the Gita as versions of sacrifice

on Him for whatever we do. The answer to

(IV: 26-32). In the Chandogya Upanishad,

the riddle of action and inaction, therefore,

life itself is described as a sacrifice. A

lies in realizing the weakness of the

spiritual person‟s life is itself a supreme

individual and the Lord‟s incessant activity

Yajna.

and unfettered independence (IV: 18-20).

dedication, and knowledge, there is the

The Gita emphasizes that inaction does not

essence of Yajna. Where there is Yajna,

mean forsaking action. Krishna reiterates

there is an important place for Dakshina.

that performing action without attachment or

Without it, the Yajna is not complete. Truth,

egoism itself is inaction. Even those who are

mercy, and compassion are the essential

enlightened are expected to perform actions

qualities that embody Dakshina. Because of

with detachment because there are no

these virtues, life becomes consummate at

exceptions.

the point of death. The Upanishad describes

Krishna reminds Arjuna again that
all action performed as a sacred duty and as
a dedication to God is sacrifice, which is
true action. It never conduces to bondage in
the eternal cycle of Samsara. Krishna
further elaborates on the types of sacrificial

Where

there

is

selflessness,

death as a culminating holy bath. The real
Jnani engaged in selfless discharge of duty
is not afraid of death, for he knows it is a
great boon. Those who know the essence of
karma yoga joyously embrace death to fulfill
the purpose of life.

actions in the fourth chapter. The intense

The Gita shows us the true meaning

devotion of yogis, the sense and breath

and significance of sacrifice. It teaches us to

control practiced by the yogic aspirants, and

divert our attention from the voluptuous and

the intense study of scriptures by the pundits

narrow sense of „I‟ and „mine‟, to live a life

are all sacrifices in one form or another. Our

for the sake of others and in a spirit of

physical frame is a means for spiritual

dedication. To the ignorant people who

service. For that, the body must be kept fit

think Yajna means pouring ghee into the

by partaking of good and wholesome food.

sacrificial fire to attain temporary pleasures,

In this sense, even eating without attachment

the Gita has given a wider significance for

becomes a form of sacrifice. As a mechanic

the term. Just as Krishna revealed his

oils the machine to make it efficient, the

infinite form to Arjuna during his discourse,

Jnani similarly thinks of his body as a tool

the

and feeds it conducive food. In doing so,

dimensions of Yajna, where it stresses to

Gita

has

shown us

the

infinite

give up our beastly egoism and selfishness

This little parable contains the truth and

(XVI: 12-13). Our daily activities from

ideal of life. It exemplifies how religion can

dawn to dusk are nothing but a form of

permeate everything and how practicable it

worship. The Gita does not advocate going

is. That we should sanctify our lives in this

to the temple or church once a day or week

manner is one of the central teachings of the

for a short time and carry on with sinful

Gita.

activities later. Religion is something that
should pervade every aspect of our life. The
mundane should not be isolated from the
spiritual. The daily life led in the proper
spirit itself becomes religion. The story of
Tuladhara narrated in the Mahabharata is a
fitting illustration of this point. The Brahmin
boy Jabali was proud of his learning and
spirituality. He heard a corporeal voice
taunting him that the merchant Tuladhara
was superior to him. He subsequently went
to Tuladhara and found him sitting in an
unpretentious way in front of his pair of
scales. Even while he was hesitating to seek
his advice, Tuladhara himself explained the
reason for Jabali’s arrival. Jabali, utterly
surprised, enquired of him the secret of his
great insight. Tuladhara replied: “I am an
ignorant man devoid of learning or any
occult powers. The scale which I hold in my
hand every day is my teacher. In my
business, I do not cheat anybody. The scale
treats all customers alike. It is due to my
honesty like that of the scale that I have
acquired this spiritual power.” Without
enmity for creatures, Tuladhara explains his
honest efforts to carry on his business
without harming, as far as possible, anybody.

What is the fruit of sacrifice? The
final gift of such works is the vision of the
Lord through a purification of the heart. This
vision is nothing but knowledge. Knowledge
of the divine is the ultimate fruit of sacrifice.
Krishna points out that among all sacrifices,
Jnana Yajna has a special significance.
This is nothing but a special effort to gain
divine knowledge. Krishna tells Arjuna to
perform all actions in the spirit of Jnana
Yajna, for this conduces to the highest bliss.
It is far superior to the Yajna in the form of
sacrificing material wealth (IV: 33). In the
Taittiriyopanishad, it is stated that acquiring
Jnana or wisdom is a great form of penance.
We find it difficult to concentrate our mind
on God while we sit in meditation or
worship. But when we are engaged in the
reading or study of a book, it is possible for
us to forget everything else and get absorbed
in it. Hence for acquiring a complete
meditative trance, the process of knowledge
is an easier and more convenient means than
by any other. But even if knowledge is the
ultimate goal and the path of knowledge is
supreme, we cannot reach it without action.
Since the Gita says that the one who has
attained perfection in karma yoga alone will

be worthy of knowledge, it is absolutely

knowledge by pointing out that a person

necessary to perform actions (IV: 38). Is

who looks upon everything with doubt and

there anything holier than Jnana? We call

suspicion

pure water holy, such as the waters of the

knowledge. The true fruit of devotion can

Ganges. No doubt they can wash away the

never be received if we do our religious

dirt that sticks to our body and mind. But

meditation and shape our conduct with a

even after the holy bath, the body and mind

vacillating mind. People spend a lot of

become soiled again. Even after a dip in the

money for a good cause. But if it is devoid

holy Ganges people commit sins and again

of faith, and done with snobbery we cannot

pollute their minds. But the power of Jnana

reap the full spiritual benefit. It only leads to

is unique as it not only sweeps clean our

mere waste of money and mental anguish

past sins but also makes us immune from

(IV: 40). In the Mahabharata, on several

future ones.

occasions, Krishna preaches to Yudhisthira

To acquire such wisdom, we should
surrender ourselves to the guru who leads us
on the path of knowledge. For this, faith and
devotion to truth is absolutely necessary.
Faith does not mean blind belief. One is full
of faith only if there is a congruence
between the knowledge acquired through
careful pondering with the deeds that we
perform. When Nachiketas sees his father
gifting cows which are famished and useless,
he at once protests against his father‟s
miserly act. Once devotion to truth is
awakened, the attitude of revolt against
injustice and misdeeds naturally emerges in

can

never

achieve

supreme

after an analysis of truth and untruth, that
action which conduces to the benefit of
humanity alone is truth. Even if one tells a
lie to save innocent people it is but truth.
Krishna advises Yudhisthira to lie in order to
kill Dronacharya; Yudhisthira was not fully
in favor of this but neither was he bold
enough to discard the advice of Krishna. So,
with great difficulty, he utters the lie:
“Ashwatthama is dead”. For betraying his
lack of faith in the advice offered by Krishna,
he has to suffer the sight of hell soon after
his death.
By

thoroughly

analyzing

the

man. A man of faith has no room for blind,

scriptures, we must first acquire faith,

superstitious obedience to elders. Faith is

realize our duties, and carry them out with

nothing but the indomitable enthusiasm to

determination. Arjuna was tormented by

work out a correspondence between one‟s

doubt and had grown confused about his

own life and the philosophy one has

duty. It is to instill confidence in him that

acquired. The Gita has expounded the

the Lord has elaborated on the destructive

significance of firmness in faith and

efforts of doubt and contradiction (IV: 42).

Hence, the value of true knowledge is

Supreme, who is the chief of all the other

specially described towards the end of the

deities and is the Lord of the universe. The

fourth chapter.

lesser deities are each entrusted with some

The Supreme Lord is one and only
one. He should be the focus of our devotion.
True, there are thousands of gods in our
religion and it becomes a problem for
aspirants. In times of difficulty, hundreds of
gods appear in their minds. But if the Vedas,
Upanishads, and Brahma sutras are critically
examined, we find that there is no room for
such a criticism. It must be interpreted that
all these different names refer only to the
one Supreme God. The Vedas cannot be said
to follow the usual eulogistic method of
praising each god as supreme when the
opportunity arises. It accepts the idea of

limited tasks which they carry out under the
command of the Supreme Lord. (IX: 21, 39).
Thus, Hinduism does not advocate a
polytheistic religion with a plurality of
supreme gods as some think. In the ninth
chapter, Krishna

makes

it

clear

that

monotheism alone is the supreme import of
the Gita (IX: 23-25). The nature of the other
deities in relation to Him is explained here.
If we worship lesser deities, we naturally get
smaller rewards; if the Supreme Lord
himself is directly worshipped, the devotee
will be crowned with the highest fruit of
salvation (VII: 23).

hierarchy among gods and the existence of a

#This segment is a continuation of the essay that appeared in the Dec 2010 issue of
Pramartha Tattvam. The full essay was submitted in partial fulfillment of the requirements for a
gita scholarship sponsored by SVBF, USA. The Foundation offers state-level tuition assistance
(up to $10,000) to any one who would recite the entire gita by heart before its judges, speak on
the substance of the gita for an hour and write an essay on the essence of gita in the Foundation‟s
journal, Paramartha-tattvam.
Jayanth Krishnamurthi is a disciple of Dr. S. Yegnasubramanian. He recently graduated
from Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute (RPI) with a B.S. degree in Aerospace and Mechanical
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The Essence of Yoga
Bharath Krishnamurthi

What is Yoga? Where did it come

benefit both the physical and mental being

from? Is it magic? Will it cure me? Is Yoga

of a person. Asanas, pranayama, and

merely physical, spiritual or a combination

meditation form a part of Hatha Yoga.

of both? These questions are what people

While Hatha Yoga is thought of as the full

generally ask when they hear about Yoga.

Yoga, it does not actually encompass the

Yoga is an ancient mental and physical

main form of physical Yoga found in the

discipline originating in Vedic India that
offers practical knowledge of the Vedas for
all aspects of life. It is also one of the six
main philosophical schools of thought in the
Vedic religion. Yoga describes the union of
the mind and body and is used to purify the
Individual self to attain a Universal Self or
the Supreme Being. The ultimate goal of
Yoga is to free a person from misery,
suffering and desire and later achieve
equilibrium between the mind and the body.
Purity of mind in thought and action and
healthy living are the immediate benefits of
Yoga,

whose

ultimate

fruit

is

Self-

Realization.

Vedas. The complete physical Yoga is
known as Raja Yoga, compiled by Sage
Patanjali, who is now known as the founder
of modern Yoga. Raja Yoga encompasses
the entirety of the physical and spiritual
realm for practical purposes in society. The
other forms of Yoga found in the Vedas are
known as Bhakti Yoga, Jnana Yoga, Karma
Yoga, and Mantra Yoga. These are found,
predating Patanjali,

in the Bhagavad Gita

and other scriptures. They describe other
disciplines on a spiritual level to understand
the Supreme Being. Hatha Yoga is an
essential component of Patanjali‟s Raja
Yoga which expounds all of Hatha Yoga‟s

In today‟s modern world, Yoga is

components and progresses further by

often thought of as a physical discipline

elucidating how to live one‟s life to attain

because of the popularity of Yoga Asanas.

happiness and good health. Patanjali‟s Yoga

Hatha

Yogi

Sutras were the first ordered and structured

Swatmarama, is the Yoga that is most

guide to practical Yoga that was derived

associated with Yoga in the Western world.

from the Vedas. Raja Yoga is also known as

Hatha Yoga is a holistic Yoga that

Ashtanga Yoga because it is composed of 8

Yoga,

propounded

by

emphasizes physical practices as a way to

“limbs” or steps which make this Yoga

peaceful state of living. Both Yama and

highly scientific and practical.

Niyama are important steps before further

The first of the eight limbs or steps
is known as Yama. Yama is known as
control or restraint. This first step describes
how people should exercise restraint in the
physical world. Basically, the yamas or set
of behavioral norms, are given in order to
maintain a healthy and disciplined life. The
yamas and following it, the niyamas, can be
thought of as the ten commandments of
Yoga because both describe actions one
should and should not do. Yamas describe
all the “Don‟ts” of life in general. Actions
and thoughts such as violence, stealing,
greed, and dishonesty are all agreed to be

progression into Raja Yoga because certain
actions can severely disrupt one‟s happiness.
Discipline and good deeds create a positive
psychological aura. Without concentration
and ability to subdue the five senses one
cannot be free from misery and desire.
These two steps discipline our senses and
provide self control in order to further
proceed into the following steps and also
they cleanse the mind of any evil thoughts
that hinder the path of spirituality and good
living. In order to achieve good health and
sound mind, ethical precepts must be
adhered.

immoral and discouraged. These disrupt

After mastery of the previous two,

one‟s life and can lead to unwanted

the third step is Asana. This is quite

consequences. With restraint over one‟s

common nowadays and is an important

actions, one can be prepared to follow the

aspect of Raja Yoga. All the stretching,

next steps in Raja Yoga.

postures and movements are known as

Following

Yama

is

Niyama.

Niyamas are all the conducts or “Do‟s” one
should do in order to attain peace and
stability in life. These prescribed duties aid
in helping one be sincere and disciplined.
Austerity,

learning

and

analyzing

the

scriptures, modesty, prayer, cleanliness,
belief in God and worship of the Supreme
all are an integral part of Niyama. These
recommended actions serve to control the
mind, increase one‟s knowledge, and allow
his or herself to have a harmonious and

Asanas. The multitude of Asanas in Yoga
aid in developing a healthy body and include
benefits such as flexibility and strength.
They also can heal many ailments or remove
symptoms

commonly

associated

with

diseases. This step stresses the importance
of maintaining a good body and good health
because in order to achieve happiness and
peace, one should be healthy both physically
and mentally. The maxim “sound mind and
body” is acknowledged in Yoga as well.
Furthermore, Asanas involve a great deal of
Pranayama, the next step in Raja Yoga.

Pranayama and Asanas are intertwined.

With mastery over mind and body,

They both affect mind and body in a positive

thought and actions, one can finally reach

way. Pranayama can reduce stress, improve

the fruit of Yoga: enlightenment and

breathing and cure a number of other

spiritual sanctity. Dhyaana and Samadhi are

ailments through as improved immune

the

system. Pranayama also increases brain

meditation or Dhyaana, reaches a higher

activity and concentration due to regulated

spiritual level and realization of the self and

and concentrated intake of oxygen. Both

the supreme, which is Samadhi. The

spiritual

and

previous steps set the stage for the Yoga of

Pranayama serve to better the human body

Realization, not only for benefiting one in

and mind for any task one should undergo

the physical world, but to achieve a higher

daily. A major affliction in today‟s world is

level of understanding of the Supreme being

stress and these steps of Yoga have shown to

and to achieve a state of transcendental bliss

reduce stress considerably and improve

where one is not distracted by the physical

health significantly.

world and its problems.

and

practical,

Asanas

final

steps

where

one,

through

The next steps require a trained

While it may be difficult for any

mind and full concentration, which is why it

person to achieve spiritual enlightenment

was crucial to practice the previous steps

and control of the mind, anyone can do the

because

in

basic steps of Yoga in order to better one‟s

disciplining and controlling one‟s ever

life here on Earth. Practice of good thoughts

fluctuating mind. Yama and Niyama, as well

and actions to maintain a beneficial living,

as the steps following them, helped in

use of Asanas along with other common

controlling one‟s actions and focused them

exercises, and breathing techniques are all

on

for

beneficial to one‟s health, both mind and

Pratyahaara - the state of full concentration.

body. Not only do they allow for a

Pratyaahara and Dhaarana are the stages

harmonious and peaceful living, but one can

where the yogi practices withdrawing his

achieve a balance between the mind and

mind from all worldly concerns and

body. This prevents unwanted evils such as

multitude of thoughts to focus on a single

disease and physical problems like stress,

form. This can be either contemplation on

pain, etc. that plague many today. Yoga has

the inner-self or focus on a sacred object to

been there for centuries and its benefits have

curb any wandering of the mind. With

been scientifically proven to be beneficial to

practice of these steps, one can further

one‟s health.

good

they

are

things

very

to

be

beneficial

prepared

progress into the final steps of Raja Yoga.
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Ancient Indian Mathematics
M.R.Dwarakanath

The Square Root of Numbers: As the ancients knew
about the Hypotenuse Theorem, they were very
cognizant of squares, square roots etc. and the
methods for determining the values of the same. The
Sulba Sutras used geometric methods for calculating
these roots.
The Geometric Method: Let us consider how the
square root of 2 is extracted. Consider 2 squares each
of side = 1 unit.

As a 1st step we rotate the 2nd rectangle and slide it
below the square ABCD and fit one of the 3 squares

B

A

E

from the last rectangle to make up a square whose side
= 1 and 1/3 units. We will call this new square the 1st
square. Now we are left with an excess of 2 squares
each of side = 1/3 unit.
Now we slice each of these squares into 4 equal slices

D

C

F

and slide the rectangles on top and to the right of the
new larger square. We end up with a 2nd “square”
The

two

squares

are

ABCD

AD=BC=CD=DA=BE=EF=FC=1.

and

We

BCFE.

slice

the

square BCFE into 3 equal rectangles and further slice
the last rectangle into 3 squares as shown in the top
illustration. The rectangle AEFD has area = 2 units
and we will progressively transform this rectangle into
a square of equal area.

whose side is
= 1 + 1/3 + (1/3).(1/4) = 17/12 = 1.466..units

Algebraic Method: Consider again a square ABCD
However such a square would have an area in excess
of two units by the area shown in Black below. The

with side =1 and erect the larger (increase the length
and width equally by x) square AEFG whose area = 2

length of the side of this new “square” over estimates

units as shown

the square root by an amount to be determined.

below:
I

G

F

1

X
C

B

D

A

Consider the square in black which has a side = 1/12
unit. Also note the side of the 2nd “square” = 1 + 1/3

H

E

Area AEFG = areas (ABCD + DEHC + HFIC + ICBG)
2 = 1 + 2x + x2 or x2 + 2x - 1 = 0

+ 1/12 = 17/12. So we slice this black square into 34
thin equal slices. These slices are negative slices and
we slide 17 to the top and another 17 to the right of

We can solve this equation by the method of
successive approximations. 1st try x = 1/3. The LHS =
1/9 + 2/3 - 1 < 0. This value is negative. We have to

the 2nd square.

increase x, so we set x = (1/3).(1 + .) we get (1/9).

We end up with a 3 “square” whose side
rd

2

+ 8. /9 – 2/9 = 0. Try = ¼. The LHS = 1/144 > 0.

= 1 + 1/3 + (1/3).(1/4) – (1/3).(1/4).(1/34)

The value of

= 577/408 = 1.4142157 units. The Baudhayana Sulba

We get (1/144).

sutra gives this value as an approximate value for the

(1/34) and so on. We obtain the same series as

square root of 2.

obtained by the previous method.

is too high, Next we set
2

= (1/4).(1- .)

- (17/72). + 1/144 = 0. Try

=

This new square is missing an area equal the square of
side = 1/408. The side of the 3rd “square” = 577/408.

Multiplication: What if you never learned the

We can slice the small left over square into 2x577

multiplication table beyond 5x5? One does not

th

equal slices and add it to form the 4 square whose

necessarily need to know the multiplication tables to

side

multiply, one can always simply slog through by

=

1+1/3+(1/3).(1/4)-(1/3).(1/4).(1/34)

-

(1/3).(1.4).(1.34).(1/1154) = 665857/470832
= 1.41421356 which is accurate to more than 8
decimal places. Notice how quickly the algorithm
converges to the correct value.

adding the number to itself the required number of
times! This is both inelegant and wasteful. Vedic
mathematics provides a different, more elegant
solution:

Let us see how this
works. If we want to multiply: 8 times 7. We write 8
and 7 one below the other as showm, and also write
the complement of 8 and 7 to base 10 along side.

In all three cases the multiplier (10x) indicates the
place value of the left hand box. In the 3rd equation, 100 represents suppressing the carry, when adding A
and B, on the left box. A carry is always generated as
both number on the left hand side are

8

2

7

3

5

6

5 and the

place value of the carry equals 100.
This may seem like a lot of work for simply
multiplying 2 digits. However, the method is much
more general and can be applied to bases other than
10. Let us compute the result of multiplying 93 with

Now we multiply 2 and 3 and write 6 below. (If a

78 using 100 as the base.

carry is generated this is added to the higher place
value digit.) Next we cross subtract 3 from 8 or 2 from
7 (the answer is the same) and write the result as

93

7

78

22

71+1=72

(1)54

shown. We could also have added 8 and 7 written the
result below supressing the carry. The result of the
multiplication is clearly 56! Here is another example:
6

4

7

3

3+1 = 4

(1)2

The answer is 7254! However we had to multiply 7
and 22 which would take an extra step. Finally, this

The answer for 6x7 is 42!

next example is intended to show how the method
works even though the example is not ideally suited
for this application but validates the method.

To see how this works let us consider two numbers A

8796

1204

and B. We want to find AxB. We can write A = 10-a

1345

8655

1042+141

(1042)0620

and B = 10-b. Then,
AxB = (10-a)x(10-b) = 10x(10-a-b) + axb
= 10x(A-b) + axb : Notice the cross subtraction A-b!

The answer is correctly given as 11830620! The cross

= 10x(B-a) + axb : Notice the cross subtraction B-a!

subtraction

= 10x(A+B) + axb - 100 : Notice the simple addition

multiplication

of A and B.

yields

141

and
is

the

carry

from
1042.

